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ABSTRACT

In the absence of a standardized form of identification in the United States, various businesses and organizations turn to the data broker industry to confirm the identity of, or perform background checks on, their clients. Often, potentially life-changing decisions depend on a successful and accurate match between the client’s identity and data broker records; for example, decisions about housing, credit, employment, and—more recently—even access to vaccines against a global pandemic, can all be based in part on information from data brokers. However, the data brokers provide little transparency and it is notoriously difficult for researchers to study these companies at scale. In this work, we develop a measurement methodology to understand the coverage of one such data broker: Experian. We demonstrate that Experian’s coverage of adults in North Carolina by is not only far from perfect, but is also worse for individuals who are more likely to be in historically disadvantaged groups. Our results indicate that younger populations as well as ethnic minorities and those living in lower income areas are less likely to be present in data broker databases, and even if they are, their data is more likely to be inaccurate than for white individuals and those living in more wealthy locations. These biases can potentially further exacerbate real-life societal divides along ethnic and economic lines, as they make access to essential life opportunities even more difficult for the most vulnerable populations.

1 INTRODUCTION

Data brokers are corporate entities whose business model is based on collecting, analyzing, and reselling data about individuals. They obtain their information from a variety of sources (e.g., public records, loyalty cards, web tracking, etc.), and combine it to build rich profiles of individuals: their financial details, education and employment history, health status, and even religious beliefs, political views, and ethnicity. The data brokers then either sell the raw or derived data, or they provide data-based services, such as estimates of creditworthiness [2, 19]. From identity verification [10], credit scoring [12], and personalized advertisements [9] to housing and employment decision support [21, 37], many aspects of daily life are now mediated by data brokers [2].

Despite their ubiquity, there are a number of concerns surrounding the data broker industry. In the U.S., individuals have limited rights regarding the data about them: outside of a few areas with special legal protections (e.g., credit scores), they are not asked for consent to data collection, have no right to view data about them, cannot always petition to have errors corrected, and have no right to ask that their data be removed [2]. Worse yet, data brokers have been shown to have a poor security posture, and have been the victims of multiple data leaks in recent years [8, 20], affecting hundreds of millions of people worldwide. Finally, data brokers are notoriously opaque [41], making it difficult to analyze and understand the coverage and accuracy of their data.

While prior work has demonstrated that data brokers can have significant inaccuracies [41], there is an additional concern that has become more acute as life opportunities are increasingly mediated by data brokers. Specifically, historically disadvantaged groups are often less likely to show up in “official” databases: those with lower socio-economic status are less likely to own property [13], be registered to vote [5], or have access to mainstream financial services [25]. Thus, if data brokers use these sources, could historically disadvantaged groups be even further disadvantaged, as access to life opportunities is now increasingly dependent on data brokers in whose databases they are less likely to appear?

In this work, we use a unique opportunity provided by one data broker to understand their coverage at finer detail than was previously possible. Specifically, we identified one data broker, Experian, which until recently offered “self-service” web interfaces for marketers to (a) buy custom mailing lists of personally identifiable information (PII), including physical addresses, of people who match specified attributes, and (b) append attributes to existing lists of PII.

We first use the data append interface to study the coverage and accuracy of data broker data for users in different racial groups. We selected four samples of 8,930 individuals with four different self-reported races from voter records in North Carolina, created PII lists, and asked Experian to “append” their birth year. Because the birth year is also in voter records, this methodology allowed us to measure both the coverage (how many records successfully had data appended?) as well as the accuracy of the matches (how many appended birth years were correct?) that Experian provides, without having to purchase any data about these users that was not already contained in the publicly available voter records. Our measurements show that there are stark differences in data quality along the lines of race, ethnicity, age, and economic status. For example, the data we purchased on white non-Hispanic Americans was 25% more likely to be accurate than that on Hispanic Americans of any race. Further, only 32% of Hispanic voters below 26 were correctly represented by Experian, compared to 65% of those above 54.

Finally, we perform a logistic regression on this data to disambiguate how the factors of race and ethnicity, age, gender, and poverty contribute to the problem. We show that the racial differences persist even when we control for age, gender, and poverty.

Taken together, our results demonstrate that Experian’s coverage and accuracy may have significant discrepancies across different races, with non-white individuals generally being less likely to be covered and having less accurate data. We note that our work has a number of limitations, as it only studies a single data broker, only uses only one of their many services, and that particular service is not used for credit, housing, and employment decisions (we could not get access to those services). However, our work
sheds more light on the opaque industry of data brokers, and suggests that further scrutiny as well as a search for more reliable and less intrusive alternatives are needed, as these services become increasingly important in deciding which users receive important life opportunities.

2 RELATED WORK

We next detail related work on data brokers, the effect they have on determining life outcomes, and auditing approaches.

Data broker coverage Previous work has shown data brokers to collectively have data on a significant fraction of the population. For example, Venkatadri et al. [41] showed a combination of data brokers achieve 90% coverage of U.S. Facebook users. Given that three quarters of U.S. individuals have a Facebook account [18], this represents a majority of Americans. While the combined coverage is high, it does vary between individual data brokers and, for all of them, appears to be worse for counties with higher poverty rates [41], a conclusion our results corroborate. Importantly, previous research investigated the coverage of data brokers via Facebook’s advertising platform, and was therefore limited in the level of detail it could examine data brokers data with. Our current work addresses this shortcoming by avoiding the need to use such a third party.

Low coverage can lead to barring important services from already vulnerable populations. Experian and other data brokers aggregate information for reporting credit scores, which are used for identification and risk assessment for a number of services, including employment, insurance, and loans. Missing or inaccurate credit scores can lead to being barred from employment [35, 37], paying more for car insurance [3, 14], and being offered loans with higher interest rates [1]. More recently, Experian has been used for identity verification for those wanting to receive a COVID-19 vaccine; imperfect coverage by data brokers has resulted in some being barred from inoculation [17].

Data broker accuracy Data brokers are used by 90% of landlords [21] to perform background checks on would-be tenants and 47% of employers to check the credit score of applicants [37]. Unfortunately, the data offered by the brokers is not always accurate. For example, The Markup recently described how background checks run by data brokers have shown convictions that should be expunged or sealed [22]. Further, prior work [41] found at least 40% of the attributes data brokers had on people to be inaccurate or no longer accurate, and found the errors to be present for people who had other accurate attributes. That work analyzed in-depth surveys on the accuracy of multiple attributes from 200 users who installed a browser plugin and used it for over a month, potentially producing a biased sample. Here, we focus instead on measuring the accuracy of just one attribute but for tens of thousands of users, selected at random from public voter records. Other researchers studied accuracy of data broker inferences through the lens of browser cookies, rather than PIL, to identify individuals. They found multiple data brokers whose gender inference accuracy was below 50% for adult male subjects, compared to a random guess accuracy of 50% with a binary gender label [27].

Additionally, the U.S. Federal Trade Commission estimated in 2013 that roughly 10 million U.S. individuals had an error on a credit report—controlled by companies like Experian—which was severe enough to cause higher borrowing costs [1]. Requesting to see credit reports and correcting any inaccuracies can be a time consuming, exhausting process; in some cases individuals have spent years trying to correct flawed reporting [26]. Some data brokers provide individuals access to their data in the system [36], but these reports contain carefully curated (and often incorrect [23, 33]) data and do not include the inferences drawn from them [30].

Auditing data brokers Data brokers have proven difficult to audit due to limited regulation and their desire to keep the scope and content of the data they collect hidden from public scrutiny. While a number of studies have developed tools to measure online data aggregators [15, 16, 31, 32, 38, 39], offline data brokers have remained difficult to study. Despite this, prior research has found a few opportunities. Previous work [41] used Facebook’s “partner categories” to investigate the sources of data obtained by offline data brokers. From there, they used transparency enhancing advertisements (Treads) [40] to deduce accuracy, surveying 300 participants on the data attributes that Facebook and the data broker had on them. In this work, we leverage a different approach, instead using an interface provided by the data broker itself to gather data on the number of individuals present in their database and the accuracy of their data. Our approach allows us to perform the study on a larger scale (with 36,000 users instead of 300) and include race into our analysis.

3 METHODOLOGY

We now detail the methodology used to collect and analyze the data in this paper. In brief, we use three separate data sources: two Experian web interfaces (data append and custom mailing lists), North Carolina voter records, and the U.S. Census. We explore the ethical considerations regarding all of the data collection in Appendix B.

3.1 Data Append

Until April 30, 2021, Experian offered a "data append" web interface. In this interface, a customer would first specify a list of attributes they wished to purchase, ranging from basic demographics (age, sex, race) to financial information (net worth, household income) to “market segments” (new parents, empty nesters, etc). The different attributes had different prices per record (from $0.007 per record to over $0.20 per record), and the minimum purchase was $500.\footnote{For our experiments, the cost for purchasing the date of birth was $517.94 for 35,717 records, or $0.015 per record.}

After selecting the attributes, the customer would upload a CSV file that contained the PII of the individuals on whom they wished to buy data. Upon payment, Experian’s system would return the “appended” file containing the purchased attributes.

Additionally, the file also contained information that described how “certain” each record’s match was. These included, from weakest to strongest, Non-Match, Geographic Match, Household Match, and Person Match. In our experiments, we treat anything other than Person Match as not matching. Finally, the file also described the certainty of the purchased attribute, in our case birth age, from weakest to strongest: None, Estimated, Exact. In our experiments we only verify the correctness of the Exact matches. Note that the
results are robust to various relaxations of these definitions, as we show in the Appendix.

**Voter records** We used publicly-available voter records from North Carolina as the source of PII to study the data append interface. These records are published on the web by the Board of Elections [29], and they contain each registered voter’s name, address, sex, age, as well as self-reported race and ethnicity. When using these records, we only selected voters who were listed as Active. Note, that the Board of Elections releases the file every week, thus keeping the age reported in the voter records up-to-date. Also note, that “Hispanic” and “non-Hispanic” are descriptions of ethnicity, while “Asian”, “Black”, and “white” are descriptions of race; we use these categories as they are the ones provided in the U.S. Census and voter records. For the measurements we select only non-Hispanic Asian, Black, and white individuals and refer to these lists by the race. Our “Hispanic” list contains Hispanic individuals of any race.

3.2 Logistic regression modeling

Given the inequities in the society at large, demographic variables are correlated with wealth. In order to disaggregate the contributions of the various factors to the differences in coverage, we perform a logistic regression. We describe each individual in the dataset using the following independent variables: birth age (in years), female (true or false), Asian, Hispanic, Black, fraction of residents in poverty in the zip code of residence. We standardize the birth age and poverty rate variables to enable easier interpretation of the coefficients. We then attempt to predict whether Experian fails to accurately represent that individual, i.e. their match is not a ‘Person Match’, or the age estimate is not ‘Exact’, or the reported age is more than 1 year different from the ground truth. For easier readability we guide the user through the interpretation of the model coefficients. First, we can translate the Intercept coefficient $\beta_0$ to base risk of not being represented, using the following formula $\frac{e^{\beta_0}}{1+e^{\beta_0}} = 0.40$. This means that when all variables are equal to 0, i.e. for a white man of average age living in a zip-code with average poverty rates, the risk of inaccurate representation is 40%. Further, we can interpret the sign of other coefficients as the direction of changes to the risk - positive coefficients mean increased risk, negative coefficients indicate lower risk. To compute the relative risk change when a value of a variable changes from 0 to 1 we use the following formula: $e^{\beta} - 1$ for positive coefficients and $1 - e^{\beta}$ for negative coefficients. For example, the coefficient of 0.6021 associated with the ‘Hispanic’ indicator in 1 means an 83% increase in risk when other variables are 0 (i.e. compared to a white man living in a zip-code with the average poverty rate). Finally, note that age and poverty rates are normalized, which means that a unit change corresponds to a change by a standard deviation, i.e. 16.3 years of age or 7.3 percentage points of poverty rates. Hence, the coefficient of $-0.3811$ associated with age indicates a 32% decrease of risk when age is increased by 16.3 years while other variables are equal to 0.

We report the performance of the model using the Area Under ROC curve (receiver operating characteristic curve). The easy interpretation of the metric in the context of our model is as follows: given two individuals where one is accurately represented and the other is not, how often does the model associate higher risk with the latter.

4 RESULTS

We now turn to present our analysis. First, we describe the Experian coverage and accuracy differences for different races and ethnicities, as well as age and location, among registered voters of North Carolina. Next, we aim to verify whether the trends shown with North Carolina data hold for the rest of the country.

4.1 Minorities represented less accurately

We first measure differences in coverage (whether Experian claims to have data on a given individual) and data accuracy (whether the reported birth age matches the ground truth) between races and ethnicities. The marketing materials for Experian’s Identity Verification claim that it uses a ‘proprietary demographic database to immediately validate and correct important patient information: name, address, Social Security number, date of birth, phone number and county’ [11]. We do not have access to the Identity Verification service and instead use the Data Append service, but it is not unreasonable to hypothesize that the two share a common data source, if not the same demographic database. In the following experiment, we assume that if a person’s information, for example their birth date, is found in the broker’s database but it does not match it, the identity verification may fail and they could still be denied access to opportunities.

First, we obtain publicly available North Carolina voter rolls where residents self report their race, ethnicity, full home address, and date of birth. We deem this data as reliable ground-truth, as it is self-reported by individuals who face potential criminal charges for mis-representation. Then, we select 8,930 voters with up-to-date registration from each of the following race and ethnicity groups: Asian non-Hispanic, Hispanic of any race, African American non-Hispanic, and white non-Hispanic. Our choice of individuals is random with the constraint that each age range has the same number of individuals in each racial group (for age ranges 18–24, 25–34, … 85–94). We upload the resulting list of 35,720 names and home addresses to the Data Append service and purchase the Estimated Age of each person. Note that we do not use the date of birth as a key for Experian to identify the individuals in their database. Instead, we purchase this information from Experian to compare it to the ground truth obtained from the voter records.

Once we have obtained the results from Experian, we calculate the rates of highest certainty matches per race; within those we calculate the rates of individuals with the age reported correctly (within one year of the age reported in the voter records). Figure 1 summarizes the results. We note differences among races and ethnicities both in terms of coverage and accuracy. Hispanic voters of any race have highest rate of failing to match based on name and street address at 27% compared to white voters at 18%. That means, on average, a Hispanic voter is 50% more likely not to be identified in Experian data than an average white voter. Furthermore, there are notable disparities in accuracy even for the individuals whom Experian claimed to find a match for. The age of 17% of white voters is wrong by more than a year, compared to 23% of Hispanic and Asian voters. We used the $G$-test of goodness-of-fit [24] and
rejected the null hypotheses that the Correct/Incorrect/No-match counts of each pair of two races came from the same distribution, at $P_{out} < 0.001$ level, with Bonferroni correction for multiple testing. We opted for the $G$-test instead of the more popular chi-squared test because the latter is prone to false rejection of the null hypothesis for large sample sizes [24].

The compounding problems of lack of coverage and data inaccuracies would potentially lead to failure of identification of close to one in two Hispanic voters among the users in our random sample.

### 4.2 Other demographics represented less accurately

We further investigate whether there are disparities in how well voters of each race/ethnic group are represented as we vary their age and the economic disenfranchisement of the locale where they reside.

We begin by assigning each person the poverty rate of the ZIP code where they reside. We note that we do not know the financial situation of each individual and we use their ZIP code’s level of poverty as a proxy. We then identify quintiles, i.e. five ranges of poverty rates such that there is an equal number of voters in each (one fifth of the total): Q1 below 6.7%, Q2 from 6.7%–11.0%, Q3 from 11.0%–15.6%, Q4 from 15.6%–18.8%, and Q5 18.8% and above. Finally, in each quintile we calculate the fraction of the voters of each race for whom Experian returned a match (Figure 2A) as well as the fraction of the voters of each race whom Experian matched and provided the correct birth age with high confidence (Figure 2B). Note that the numbers in Figure 2A correspond to the sum of the green and yellow areas in Figure 1 (i.e., the total fraction of users that matched regardless of the correctness), while those in Figure 2B correspond to the green area in Figure 1 (i.e., only correct age estimates with high certainty among the matched users).

Figure 2 highlights that the differences observable in Figure 1 are not explained away by the difference in affluence between the races. The downward trends in Figure 2A show that even within each race/ethnicity, individuals living in areas with higher prevalence of poverty are less likely to figure in Experian’s data. Further, Figure 2B shows that data accuracy is impacted negatively especially for Hispanic individuals living in the highest poverty areas. In summary, only 45% of Hispanic individuals living in the highest poverty ZIP codes have their correct birth age in the Experian data, compared to 67% of white individuals living in the lowest poverty ZIP codes.

Next, we follow a similar approach to investigate whether the age of an individual is a factor in match rates. To this end, we identify similar quintiles of age: Q1 from 18–25, Q2 from 26–36, Q3 from 37–46, Q4 from 47–56, and Q5 as 57 and above. The upward trends in Figure 2C show that even within each race/ethnicity, younger individuals are less likely to figure in Experian’s data. The coverage rates saturate around the third quantile (37 to 47 year old) and reach nearly 90% for white voters compared to 82% of all white voters and 65% of the youngest white voters. Unlike for coverage, we do not observe the saturation for data accuracy. Figure 2B shows that accuracy continues to grow with the age of an individual. The racial differences presented in Figure 1 still hold, with white voters having the highest coverage and accuracy across ages. In summary, only 32% of Hispanic individuals below 26 years old have their correct birth age in the Experian data, compared to 80% of white individuals above 57 years old.

### 4.3 Disambiguating demographic variables

Finally, we build a Logistic Regression model to allow for more systematic disambiguation of the factors associated with lower coverage. Table 1 shows the coefficients of the model as well as risk change computed as described in the Methods section. The Risk change column indicates the relative risk change that corresponds to a change in the variable value from 0 to 1, while other variables are equal to 0. Note that Age and Poverty in Zipcode variables are
normalized; in these two cases a zero value corresponds to the mean and a "unit increase" is an increase of one standard deviation.

This analysis further supports our results, to show that even holding age, gender, and poverty rates constant, ethnicities other than white still suffer from lower coverage. In the most extreme case, a Hispanic man is 82.6% more likely to not be represented accurately compared to a white man if they both live in an average-poverty zip code and are of average age.

In summary our results show that age and poverty levels are predictive of coverage and accuracy for individuals in all ethnic/race groups. Regardless of race, in our sample, younger individuals and those living in locations with higher prevalence of poverty are less likely to be present and correctly represented in Experian’s databases.

5 DISCUSSION
Data brokers are known to be opaque to the people whose data they trade and to the researchers who try to shed light on their operations. This work, while limited in scope, offers a glimpse into the coverage and accuracy differences across race, ethnicity, age, and economic status in the data of one of the biggest data brokers: Experian. We found that across ages and locations, the white non-Hispanic voters of North Carolina have better coverage and data accuracy than Asian, Black, and Hispanic voters. Within each race/ethnic group, younger individuals and those living in areas with higher poverty rates are less likely to be represented in Experian’s data. Our further regression analysis indicates that these effects likely persist across the country. While we cannot give a firm explanation for the root causes of this situation we speculate that it is related to banking and credit use. Individuals without established credit history are less likely to appear in the databases of data brokers (whose original business was credit scoring). This is in line with our results that show lower coverage of younger adults (who do not yet have a credit history), as well as those living in areas with higher prevalence of poverty and/or higher fraction of residents of color [34]. Taken together, our results show that those who rely on data brokers for identity verification might disproportionately reject individuals who are already more likely to be vulnerable.

5.1 Limitations
The generalizability of our study is limited by a number of factors. First, we only studied one of multiple data brokers active in the U.S. and it is conceivable that the biases we observed are less dire for other brokers. Another data broker, Equifax, offers very similar services, but obtaining the API credentials required a conversation with their employee; once we revealed the purpose of the study we were not granted access. Nevertheless, prior work indicates that the problems of unequal representation are likely to persist. Previous research placed Experian’s coverage of Facebook users about the average for U.S. brokers, lower than Axciom and Datalogix, but ahead of Epsilon [41]. That same work reported that even the broker with the highest coverage suffered from under-representation of younger users and those in lower income ZIP codes. Further, we only focused on one marketing service offered by the broker, which, by law, is based on a separate database from services used for credit, housing, and employment decisions. Still, this data can still be used for the purposes of identity verification, which is not covered by the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) [7]. In fact, if we were to attempt an audit of the accuracy of credit, housing, or employment tools, it could be seen as using the data for other than statutory purposes, and thus, as a violation of the FCRA. We hope that in the future there would be legal mechanisms in place allowing researchers to investigate such systems more freely.

Second, we only purchased data about voters in North Carolina and the scale of the presented problems could be different in other states in the U.S., and in other countries. We also assumed the age reported in the voter records as ground truth but it is likely that not all of the records are accurate. Erroneous data in the voter records would lower the apparent overall accuracy of Experian but would not create the demographic biases we observe in the study. A study design with paid participants who reveal their information only for the purpose of the study could offer a possibility for a bigger scale study of coverage and accuracy, while ensuring a possibly better ground truth.

Despite these limitations, this work contributes to the ongoing discussion on the perils of relying on data broker information for access to opportunities. While we focused on only one data broker, previous research shows that Experian is not unlike other players in terms of coverage limitations and biases. Since other data brokers offer similar services, extending our methods (including the use of the Census and the voter records) to these companies is not a technical challenge. Instead, it is a matter of convincing other brokers to sell or otherwise make available the information for the stated purpose of bias measurements.

5.2 Implications
Data brokers such as Experian now play an important role in determining people’s access to life opportunities. Unfortunately, their data is far from perfect, as evidenced both in this paper and in prior work. Furthermore, coverage and accuracy issues appear to disproportionately affect individuals who are already more likely to be in historically disadvantaged groups. Given these facts, we hope our research will help forward the discussion on what needs to be done to alleviate these problems.

Overall, there is a clear need for increased transparency and easier avenues for recourse for incorrect data. Today, individuals have few rights to access or correct data about them (outside of
a few areas with special legal protections). Whenever data brokers are used to confirm identities or to verify an individual’s history, that individual should be informed of the data that is used. The individual should be able to contest the decision or request correction—regardless of that individual’s digital literacy levels—if any data proves inaccurate. Furthermore, parties who still rely on data brokers for critical decisions should pay close attention to cases of failed identity verification and offer alternative methods without a penalty to the individual.

Through the introduction of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 2018, the European Union severely limited the legal area in which data brokers can operate: data collection and storage requires explicit consent from every affected individual, and the collected data can only be used for the purpose named in the consent with only few exceptions [6]. While the current U.S. laws permit the full range of data broker services, there is a growing concern about individual privacy reflected in some legislative initiatives. For example, statute AB 1202 signed into California Civil Code in 2019 requires data brokers to register as such as well as regulates and tracks their data trades [4]. If this trend continues one could expect more accuracy in the data because of increased transparency in data provenance. However, because of the more transparent yet limited ways of obtaining data, one might not expect a similar boost in data coverage. This situation further underscores the need to decrease reliance on data brokers for critical decisions. For example, in the end, the problem of vaccine access thwarted by the faulty data broker identity verification system [17] was not solved by collecting more data, but instead by providing vaccines to all interested individuals, regardless of their identity.
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A ROBUSTNESS

Throughout the paper we say that the data broker accurately identified an individual whenever (1) the returned match was described as “Person Match”, as opposed to “Geographic Match”, “Household Match”, or “Non-Match”); (2) the reported age information was described as “Exact”, as opposed to “Estimated” or “None”; (3) the reported age was within one year of true age. In this section we show that relaxing these requirements results in overall higher reported coverage, but does not erase the differences between races and ethnicities.

Figure A1A repeats the results from the main body of the paper for reference. Figure A1B relaxes the requirement on reported age information quality to include “Estimated” in addition to “Exact”. We observe that approximately half of “Estimated” ages for Hispanic users are correct, bringing the overall fraction from 51% to 62%. Approximately a third of white users’ estimated ages are correct, resulting in a seven percentage point increase to 71%. Figure A1C further relaxes the requirement on the reported age to fall within one year of the ground truth. Here, we allow for up to four years difference, increasing the total “correct” fraction for each group by approximately two percentage points. Finally, Figure A1D further allows for lower quality matches, i.e. “Geographic Match” and “Household Match” in addition to “Person Match”, further increasing the total fractions of both correct and incorrect age estimates.

As we show here relaxing the quality requirements increases the apparent coverage but one should expect that comes at the cost of increased prevalence of false positive identifications.

B ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We took care to ensure our data collection and analysis was in line with community ethical standards, and minimized harm to individuals and data providers.

First, for individuals, we note that we did not interact with individuals in any way, but we did obtain personally identifiable information (PII) which may be considered a risk. In this work, we used PII from North Carolina voter records, which contain registered voters’ name, address, self-reported race, and age (among other items). This data is considered “public information” by North Carolina law §163-82.10 Official record of voter registration [28] and it is available to any interested party for download from the North Carolina State Board of Elections [29]. To verify the accuracy of data broker matches, we purchased age estimates of some of the voters from Experian. By doing so we did not increase the privacy exposure of these individuals since we were purchasing estimates of information (age) which is already in public voter records. Our use of voter records for building advertising audiences was marked as Exempt by the IRB at our University (IRB# 18-11-13).

Second, for data providers, we took care to ensure that our measurements did not cause significant load on the infrastructure that provides the service. The North Carolina voter records are available for download as a single file, so no repeated calls to the server were needed. The U.S. Census data we use in the paper can be obtained using single API calls per endpoint or using the provided exporting functionality of the data explorer, so the load on their servers was minimal. Finally, the per-ZIP-code resident count estimates from Experian required multiple API calls (one for each ZIP code). To minimize the risk of overburdening the Experian infrastructure, we only used a single thread to query Experian, and we enforced a 5-10 second wait time between successive calls. At no point were we blocked by Experian for quota violations.

Third, a final concern is whether our work is considered Human Subjects Research (as defined by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services). In brief, human subjects research is defined as research that either “obtains information … through intervention or interaction” or “obtains identifiable private information”. Since we do not interact with any individuals, and we only use information that is in the public domain, the presented work is not considered Human Subject Research. The self-assessment guide from the U.S. National Institutes of Health (NIH), which administers the IRB rules pointed to “most likely considered exempt”.

Figure A1: Differences in coverage and data accuracy among adult North Carolina population of different races. One in two Hispanic or one in three white voters are not represented or are represented inaccurately.
C  RESPONSE FROM EXPERIAN

We shared the initial version of this manuscript with Experian. Upon receiving the response we introduced a number of changes and clarifications which we summarize below.

First, in addition to the Data Append service described in this manuscript, the initial version also used a Mailing List service. The mailing list service offered an API which returned counts of profiles matching a specified criterion. We had assumed the returned number referred to individual profiles, but Experian clarified it was effectively the count of households with at least one adult individual matching the criterion. Given that households returned instead of individuals, our analysis did not measure the biases it purported to, so we removed the corresponding section of the manuscript.

Second, Experian pointed out using data collected for the purpose of credit or background reporting for other purposes would be a violation of the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA). Therefore, we stress that our results do not provide direct evidence of any possible bias in the services covered under FCRA. Nevertheless, identity verification services, which we use as one of our motivating examples are not covered under FCRA and could still share the source data with the marketing services.

Third, Experian questioned the validity of using Voter Records as ground-truth, claiming they can be out-of-date. To minimise the risk of out-of-date information we had only selected individuals with an “Active” registration. Further, we note that erroneous data in the voter records might lower the apparent overall accuracy of Experian but would not create the demographic biases we observe in the study.

Finally, Experian disagreed with our comment that US customers are not asked to consent to data collection nor do they have the right to view and correct the collected data. Instead, Experian asserted that “Experian makes it easy for consumers to access the marketing data it maintains about them upon their request and provides them the option to opt-out from its using or selling their personal information for advertising and marketing solicitations”. Unfortunately, we found this not to be the case. Not only is the site not indexed by search engines, it requires four clicks from the main company site, and—once found—it requires the customer to reveal many private attributes: full name, Social Security Number, date of birth, full street address, phone number, and email address (all fields obligatory). Understandably, many privacy-conscious customers will not be willing to share all of this information with Experian. Regardless, our statement still holds. While a number of states require data brokers to allow customers to opt out, no such right is granted state-wide, nor is consent being sought from individuals.